Item # 8.2.1.
Report Number: PFC2020-0802
Meeting: Priorities & Finance Committee
Meeting Date: 2020 July 14

NOTICE OF MOTION
RE: Renaming James Short Park and James Short Parkade
Sponsoring Councillor(s): Councillor Druh Farrell

WHEREAS The City of Calgary is the steward of municipal property naming and regularly exercises
this authority to recognize prominent Calgarians, places, and events;
AND WHEREAS global movements are exposing and tackling systemic racism within our societies,
with City Council recently adopting Calgary’s Commitment to Anti-Racism through motion C20200715;
AND WHEREAS a part of those movements is the renaming, reinterpretation, or removal of symbols
that honour figures who contributed to the discrimination and oppression of racialized communities;
AND WHEREAS continued official honouring of figures and movements with racist pasts, without
their full context, is counter to The City of Calgary’s duty to promote a diverse and inclusive city;
AND WHEREAS City Council previously renamed the Langevin Bridge to Reconciliation Bridge to
address the actions of namesake Hector-Louis Langevin against Indigenous peoples;
AND WHEREAS James Short Park and James Short Parkade (Short Site) are located just south of
Calgary’s Chinatown on the site where the Central School formerly stood;
AND WHEREAS the Short Site’s namesake, James Short, served as Principal of the Central School
and as lawyer for the racist Anti-Chinese League;
AND WHEARAS Short petitioned City Commissioners to prohibit Chinese Canadians from
establishing the third and current location of Chinatown, making the claim that Chinese Canadians
would lower property values and the further contention that “it is for you to take up the question and
set the Chinese in one section of the city as you would an isolated hospital”;
AND WHEREAS there is some evidence to suggest Short’s attitude toward Chinese Canadians
shifted later in life and that, as a lawyer, he eventually took Chinese Canadian clients;
AND WHEREAS The City of Calgary is currently in the process of working with the community to
create a new cultural plan and culturally informed local area plan for Chinatown through the
Tomorrow’s Chinatown project;
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AND WHEREAS the Chinatown Context Paper, prepared as part of the Tomorrow’s Chinatown;
identifies the Short Site as an “excellent opportunity” to interpret the broader story of the Anti-Chinese
League’s roll in opposing the relocation of Chinatown;
AND WHEREAS residents and Chinatown organisations have indicated a desire to rename the Short
Site to address Short’s discrimination against Chinese Canadians and the Anti-Chinese League’s
opposition to the existence of the current Chinatown, with a preference for the community to
determine new names through the Tomorrow’s Chinatown project;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that City Council directs City Administration, through the
Tomorrow’s Chinatown project and with support from Arts and Culture, to engage the Chinatown
community to discuss the history of the Short site, the roles of James Short and the Anti-Chinese
League in Chinatown’s history, the relocation of Chinatown, and the resiliency of the Chinese
community in Calgary;
AND FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that City Council directs City Administration to report back with
new names for the Short Site that are recommended by the community through Tomorrow’s
Chinatown, with particular consideration of names recognizing historical Chinese Canadian
contributions to Calgary, as well as with an action plan for further programming and/or physical
installations that interpret the historical learnings from the community discussions;
AND FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that City Council requests that the Mayor write to the Calgary
Board of Education to encourage the name change of the James Short Memorial School, and
interpretation of Short’s past, for the same reasons as detailed above.
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